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"...a great block of liquid claims and assets stand as the
immediate and first objective within the range of depres-
sion and panic processes." Berle and Pederson, Liquid
Claims and National Wealth (1934), p. 79.
3THE SPECIFIC CONCERN OF THIS PAPER IS THE PRIVATE DEBT STRUCTURE
developed during three years of peak rates in private expenditures and bor-
rowing, 1946-48, and the degree to which this structure of claims and
obligations might intensify a future decline in income. We abstract from
the problem of the influence of financial stocks in initialing economic fluc-
tuations, to which Parts VI and VII are addressed. It is dililcult, however,
to chart the course of a prospective economic disturbance without specify-
ing its origin. To stay within the limits of our objective - the effect of
private debt on declining private incomeslet us assume that the decline
starts from high, but not full, employment levels and is set off by a process
exogenous to the private area under consideration, say, a decrease in gov-
ernment transfer payments.
A DEBT SERVICE AND INCOME
The effect of the debt structure on income is most immediate through the
flow of debt service charges - interest and amortization payments. Both
the origin and terminus, as well as the magnitude, of the flow must be
considered. The effects of debt service in competing with other dispositions
of debtors' funds and the effects of the flow as a component of creditors'
receipts are separate problems for study. Further, the effects may vary,
and debtor and creditor response to the flow may coincide or diverge under
different conditions of income and price change. The often used measure
of the burden of debt on the economy - the ratio of net interest paid to
national income - does not convey the significance of debt service charges
as both receipts and expenditures.1 Moreover, it ignores the largest com-
ponent of the burden, amortization charges. While a substantial portion
of debt is usually deemed to he continuous - renewable upon maturity or
allowed to remain open and payable upon demand - it is the break in this
continuity, the demands for repayment and refusal of renewals at the
inception of a decline, that aggravates the difficulties of adjustment. An
analysis of the effect of debt on declining incomes must include some
measure of the amortization schedule.
Moreover, the analysis must take into account the dual role of most
economic units: they both contribute to and receive debt service flows. To
speak of debtor and creditor groups implies that all units can be classified
in one category or the other. Yet the usual statistical bases for classification
'See, for example, the Report of the Subcommittee on Investment of the Joint-Con-
gressional Committee on the Economic Report, Volume and Stability of Private
Investment. 81st Cong., 2d Sess., Sen. Doc. 149, p. 10; and earlier, theFindings and
Recommendations of the Committee on Debt Adjustment, Debtsand Recovery
(Twentieth Century Fund, 1938), p. 246.
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are unsatisfactory; neither the net balance of financial claims held,nor the
net balance of debt service flows, nor the size of the respective flowsrela-
tive to other receipts and disbursements yields groups thatagree with the
intuitive focus of concern over debt burden. For example,househoI'
cash receipts of interest in 1948 were more than half againas large as their
cash payments of interest. At the end of the year demandbalances owned
by households - currency, bank deposits, United Statesgovernment securi
ties, and shares in savings and loan associations and creditunions- were
almost three times the total of their liabilities. Nevertheless,Concern over
households' reaction when incomesare declining tends to focus on their
role as debtors rather than creditors. The focus is well directed,for primary
consideration when incomes are declining must be givento debtors with
fixed or determinable service requirementson contractual obligations
The analysis can go on to the effect of differentadjustments debtorscan
make to maintain debt service out of decliningincomes, and then tothe
response of creditors. Before examining data on thepresent debt structure,
it may be profitable topursue some of the alternative coursesopen to
debtors and creditors under varyingincome and price changes.
First, when incomes decline, debtorsmay choose to maintain dollar
rates of current saving and dollar stocksof past saving and meetinterest
and debt repayment charges byreducing rates of current dollarconsump-
tion or investment expenditures.2If the dollar decline in incomeis accom-
panied by a decline in prices ofsufficient proportions,3 debtorscould maintain real rates of expendituresat previous levels, increase thereal value of current savings, andmeet the fixed dollar amount of debtservice from their reduced incomes.Since creditors' dollar receiptsof debt service
proceeds would remain at previouslevels, creditors couldcontribute to an increase in employmentand/or recovery in pricesmerely by maintaining
their previous dollar levelsand patterns of expenditure.
The probability of suchcoordination and precision in debtorand credi-
'The Department of Commercedefines consumptionexpenditures to include pay- ments of interest on personal debt.For the purpose of thispaper 'consumption' excludes such interest payments,and 'income' excludes interestreceipts. In general, three categories of disbursementsand receipts are used.Disbursements includeex- penditures (purchases ofconsumption and investment goodsand services, and trans- fer payments), debt service(interest and debtrepayment), and saving (acquisition of financial claimson others, including increases inclaims against banks butnet of decreases in claimson others). Receipts includeincome (receipts from salesof goods and services andtransfer payments), debtservice procee4 (interest anddebt repayments), and dissaving (netincreases in financial claimsdue others but net of decreases in claims due others).
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toT response diminishes the further incomes and prices decline. For one
thing, expectation of further declines may encourage larger holdings of
liquid assets rathcr than commitment of funds to assets less easy to
convert. The probabilities diminish still further if debtor and creditor
disbursements have been, in the main, for investment (or the financing
of investment by others) rather than for consumption goods, and rates of
addition to their stocks of investment goods have been high during the
periods before incomes began to decline. Finally, if the price changes are
such that the value of the collateral decreases faster than the debt amortiza-
tion schedule, debtors' equities may be wiped out and the costs of default
diminished.
On the other hand, price declines equal to or less than the percentage
changes in debtors' money incomes will require decreases in their real as
well as their dollar rates of expenditures if debt service is to continue and
dollar rates of savings do not change. Assuming that debtors adjust expen-
ditures precisely, i.e., only as far as necessary to meet debt service pay-
ments, the degree to which creditors adjust the volume and pattern of their
disbursements depends not only on the changes in income and price but
also on the type and term of debt involved. If, for example, the debt instru-
ment being serviced is short term consumer debt to a retailer, the short run
effect of the decrease in debtors' expenditures would probably be to
increase business inventories. The retailer creditor's decision on disburse-
ment of the proceeds from debt service, i.e., whether to maintain or curtail
rates of operation, would hinge on his response to greater liquidity due to
the conversion of accounts receivable into cash, less liquidity due to the
increase in inventories, and declining current sales. In view of the lag in
appraising the situation and adjusting operations, inventories might con-
tinue to accumulate (and hence employment remain stable) for a short
time.
If, however, the debt being serviced is long term, or is owed to nonbank
financial intermediaries such as insurance companies or savings and loan
associations, the pattern may be different. The debt service flow is not
directed toward the retailer whose sales are decreasing, and the possibility
that the retailer may obtain inventory financing from the institutionsreceiv-
ing the flow is more remote. Nonbank intermediaries have traditionally
been minor factors in short term business financing. The retailerwould
therefore have to finance inventory accumulation from cash or other asset
balances, or through banks. The former may not seem profitable if incomes
have declined extensively; the latter may prove difficult whenprices are
declining. The point at which rates of operation would be cut and incomes
resume their decline would probably comemuch sooner than in the earlier
example cited of debts owed to merchants.$
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What would be the effect of other courses of action debtors mighttake
to service debt from declining income? In particular, what are theconse..
quences if debtors utilize their stocks of existing assets? The assets need
not be sold but could be offered as collateral for loans - further borrowing
to finance the service of existing debt. How far debtors can use thistech-
nique depends upon the availability of assets to be hypothecated andtheir
acceptability to lenders as security. Such borrowing will soon incre
service charges, and consequently the need for debtors to adjustother
expenditures. While it may be used to forestall immediate default,the
problems are substantially those mentioned in preceding illustrations.
If debtors choose to sell their assets, the initial impact ison the price
levels of such assets. Creditors receiving the debt service chargesmay well
be reluctant to increaseor even maintain previous rates of investment
expenditures when stock and bond prices are declining,or when a large
volume of tangible assets, suchas houses and business equipment,are
being offered for resale. Theyare more likely to hold the debt service
proceeds in cash or other liquid form and await furtherprice declines.
Creditors' expenditures are less likelyto change if debtors drawupon
cash balances to meet debt service requirements.Since we postulated that,
initially, the income decline affecteddebtors' incomes only, andwe now
postulate that debtors' expenditures andstocks of assets other than cash
are maintained, there is little reason to expect pricesto change in such a
way as to induce creditors to withhold the debtservice proceeds or to adopt
radically different patterns ofexpenditures. The circumstances wouldbe
somewhat the same when debtors drawupon their stocks of federal securi-
ties to meet debt servicecosts if government bond pricesare supported by
Reserve System operations.
The final case considered isone in which debtors maintain currentrates
of expenditures and stocksof assets, but reduce therate of additions to
holdings of financial claims,e.g., bank deposits, securities, equity ininsur-
ance companies. If prices have fallenwith income, real levels of debtors'
expenditures will rise. If this increaseis sufficiently extensive, thegains in
employment may be sufficientto halt or level off the downwardmovement in incomes. If prices donot change, the cumulative forceof the decline will depend on creditors'response to a situation of stablerates of dollar expen-
ditures, stable prices andrising employment,maintenance of debt service
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the types of saving curtailed by debtors may dry up the sources creditors
had planned to tap. However, even if the decline in saving operates so as
to curtail direct lending or lending through nonbank financial intermedi-
aries, funds may be obtained through the banking system.
B DEBTSD DEFAULT
It is not my intention to enumerate all possible patterns of behavior deny-
ing from debt service out of declining incomes, but rather to indicate the
nature of the criteria to be applied in analyzing the present debt structure
in terms of the burden of servicing it. Obviously, the analysis must go
beyond mere measurement of the flow, and include the flow in relation to
othet disbursements and receipts of debtors and creditors. It must consider
also the ability of debtors to adjust other disbursements or to draw upon
other resources, the likelihood that debtors will select any particular course
of action, and the present and probable disposition of funds by creditors.
The interaction of these variables must be viewed in the context of income
and price decreases differing in origin and extent.
These considerations are pertinent mainly in situations where debt ser-
vice flows are maintained despite changes in prices and in debtors' incomes.
Additional criteria are needed in evaluating any particular structure of
debt for the phase when these service flows cease and the debts are liqui-
dated by default rather than repayment. From the borrower's viewpoint,
debt has enabled him to conserve his assets while adding to them. Declin-
ing incomes may have diminished both the inducement to and the feasi-
bility of asset conservation. A price decline accompanying the decrease in
incomes may wipe out the debtor's equity in a pledged asset, thereby
reducing the current value of his loss in case of default (assuming he does
not have other free assets creditors can attach). On the other hand, the
existence of debt beyond his equity increases the difficulty of obtaining
further financing which might stave off default. The analysis must be
extended, therefore, to include such questions as: What is the specific
collateral underlying loans? Of what value is the collateral likely to be
under varying degrees of income and price change? What free assets do
debtors own that can be seized to satisfy debt instruments when servicing
ceases, and what is their market value likely tobe? What devices can
debtors adopt to relieve themselves of stringent debt service requirements
that might lead to default early in the income decline, and what do these
devices guarantee for creditors? What devices can creditors adopt to avoid
foreclosure after default?
C STATISTICAL BASES




sections is far from adequate. Our knowledge of thepatterns ofdebtoranj creditor disposition of funds is based, for themost part, ongross aggft. gates. Information is scant on such key points as debtamofljt0
sehid. ules, interest charges on different types of debt,
cross_cJassjfIcatiom debt and credit by economicgroups, debt-equity relations,and the of tangible assets held by debtois and creditors.
however, some data are availableupon which a partialanalysis ca built. The Department of Commerce hascompiled estimatesof publicaaj private debt that covermore than three decades,distinguishingbetw corporate and other debt, between long and shortterm COrporatedebt anj between mortgage and varioustypes of non-real estate debt
owed by inch. viduals and noncorporate business.This Departmentprovides alsotjie most commonly usedaggregates on incomes andexpenditu5 forfij product. The income seriesdistinguish corporate fromindividualani noncorporate net incomes; withsome manipulation, it iSpossible tosepa- rate personal,noncorporate, and corporateexpenditures for finalprodu Further, by arrangingcomponents of these series, theflow of interestpay- ments can be tracedamong economic sectors.
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ceptual incomparabilities. The series differ in scope as well as internal
consolidation, and even when there are no conceptual differences the mea-
sures may not agree. For the most part, each set of data is most consistently
used in comparisons over time, not in comparison with higher or lower
degrees of aggregateness. The series used in this paper are discussed in
more detail in the Technical Appendix.4
D CHANGES n MAIN CHARACTERISTICS OF DEBT AFTER WORLD WAR!!
At the end of 1949 total private debt was estimated at $203 billion, the
largest on record (Table 1). Almost a third, $62 billion, had been incurred
since the end of the war.
Rates of change among components of debt differed widely, but changes
in the debt structure were smaller. For example, individual and noncorpo-
rate debt increased more than twice as rapidly as corporate debt from 1945
to 1949, but as a percentage of the total, it rose only from 39 to45in these
four years. Consumer debt outstanding almost tripled, but as a percentage
of private debt, it rose only from5to 9. Mortgage debt outstanding rose
about 75 percent, and as a percentage of the total, from 26 to 31. The wide
participation in the increase - only one major category, loans for purchas-
ing or carrying securities, decreased in absolute amount between 1945 and
1949 - and the size of the debt in being at the end of the war tend to
obscure the significance of the structural changes.
Debt owed by consumers, farmers, and other noncorporate business
(referred to in this section as noncorporate debt) increased over 65
percent; consequently, noncorporate debt reverted to its pre-depression
importance relative to total private debt.5 At the end of 1929 it constituted
45 percent of total private debt. In the collapse following 1929 it was liqui-
dated more rapidly, and in a larger dollar amount, than corporate. As a
percentage of total debt it fell to about 40 by 1933. Neither corporate nor
noncorporate debt changed much during the recovery: corporatecontin-
ued to decline slowly while noncorporate remained fairly stable.During
the war corporate debt rose more rapidly, principally because ofincreased
short term liabilities to the federal government on account of income tax
liabilities, prepayments and advances, and renegotiation of procurement
contracts. Most of the wartime increase in noncorporatedebt was appar-
ently attributable to borrowing for the purchase of governmentsecurities.
Many of the basic data used in accompanying tables have beenrevised since this





Iebtof 'In Sections E, F, and G an attempt will be made to deconsohdatenoncorporate debt
i and present separate estimates for each component. These estimates,however, will
not be strictly comparable with the totals used here, which cover amuch longer









































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































En the first three postwar years noncorporate debt increased far more
rapidly than corporate. In 1949 corporate debt declined while noncorpo..
rate debt continued to rise; by the end of the year noncorporate was 45
percent of total private debt.
Most of the postwar increase in noncorporate debt was in long term
obligations; mortgage debt accounted for 67 percent. In the four years
after the end of the war mortgages owed on owner-occupied dwellings,
farms, and rental dwellings owned by unincorporated landlords rose
from $32.5 billion to $56.9 billion. Almost three-fourths of thc increase
was in debt secured by I- to 4-family houses. Mortgages outstanding on
these properties are estimated to be about $35 billion at the end of 1949,
$18.2 billion in 1945, and $16.7 billion in 1939. Mortgages secured by
multifamily and commercial properties also increased rapidly - to approx..
imately $16 billion at the end of 1949. The increase in farm mortgage debt
- less than a billion dollars - was minute in comparison.
While other forms of consumer and noncorporate borrowing rose rap-
idly, the increases on the whole were not as large as those in long term
mortgage borrowing. Consumer debt rose from $6.6 billion in 1945 to
$18.7 billion in 1949 - but the increase in commercial debt owed by
farms and other noncorporate business, $4.4 billion, most of which is short
term, was offset by an equal decline in borrowing for the purpose of acquir-
ing securities. At the end of 1949 over three-fifths of noncorporate debt
was long term debt secured by real property.6
Most of the increase in corporate debt too was in long term obligations.
During the war corporations reduced their long term debt approximately
a seventh from 1939 levels, but postwar expansion plans calling for long
term financing caused an increase of $15 billion, or 40 percent, in obliga-
tions outstanding whose original maturity was more thana year. The ratio
of long term to total corporate debt rose from 45 percent in 1945 to 48
percent in 1949.
In general, then, the major shift in the postwar debtstructure was the
1t is difficult to distinguish sharply between maturities of debt owed byconsumers,
farmers, and other unincorporated businesses. Forconvenience we classified all
mortgage debt owed by this group as long term, and all other types of noncorporate
debt as short term. In view of the extension of maturities in instalmentcredit after
the relaxation of consumer credit controls and the increase interm lending by banks,
this classification undoubtedly overstates short term debt. However,statistics for
more precise classification are not available.
The accuracy of the distinction between long and shortterm maturities in corpo-
rate debt should not be exaggerated, it is common accountingpractice to transfer
debt with original long term maturity but that willmature within the next fiscal
period into the short term category. Corporate debt statisticsfor years when Internal
Revenue data are available (through 1946) undoubtedlyreflect this practice. How-
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increase in the relative importance of noncorporate and of long termdebt
to total private debt. Debt secured byreal property increased most rapidly,
accounting for over 44 percent of the rise in total debt, and at the end of
1949 was almost a third of all private debt outstanding. Whilethe ratio
of short term debt to the total declined it is still substantially higher than
before the war.
A conspicuous feature of postwar borrowing has been the relativelylow
interest costs. Comparing the monetary interest payable on noncorporate
debt with the average noncorporate debt outstanding (average of thedebt
at the beginning and end of the year), we note asteady increase in the
effective interest rate from 5.2 in 1945 to 5.8 percent in 1949(Table 2).
However, the rate payable on noncorporate debt was almost atenth lower
than in 1939, and more than a third lower than in 1929. Efiectiveinterest
rates on corporate debt remained relatively constantduring the postwar
period at 2.2 percent, well below 1939 and 1929 rates. Thelow yields
reflect the availability of loan funds due to high ratesof saving, direct
government efforts to restrict interest costs on the main categoryof non-
corporate debt, home mortgages, as well as theindirect effects of support
of government bond markets through Reserve Systemoperations.
Relative to incomes available for debt service, interest costsincreased
somewhat more rapidly than disposable personal income,but much more
slowly than disposable corporate income.8 In 1945 monetaryinterest pay-
able by individuals and unincorporated businesses was1.9 percent of dis-
posable personal income. By 1949 the percentage was up to2.7, but was
still substantially below the proportion in 1939and 1929. The relative
stability of corporate interest costs and the risein corporate disposable
income reduced the ratio of interest payable toincome from 22.8 percent
in 1945 to 11.7 percent in 1949. The ratio in 1939 wasalmost 40 percent,
and in 1929, 32 percent.
We have previously emphasized that interest costs wereonly part of the
debt service burden and that in periods ofdeclining incomes, when renewal
of debt is far from automatic and unexpectedrepayment requirements
must be met, amortization schedules areof critical importance. Unfortu-
nately, quantitative information is scarce. Itis known that the average
term of mortgage debt is substantiallylonger than the prewar, and that
"Monetary interest payable' excludes the imputedinterest payments that are part of
the Department of Commerce interest componentof national income. For certain
debt items, fann mortgages in particular, interestpayable is calculated by applying
an average rate to debt outstanding.This results in overstating interest paymente
durina the deoression.
Corporate profits after federal and state incomeand excess profits taxes andter
inventory valuation nd adjustment, but beforedividend and interest payments.
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since the relaxation of consumer credit controls, some instalment credit
would more appropriately be classed as medium than short term debt.
However, from the fragmentary data available, a reasonable schedule of
required repayments could not be constructed.
It is necessary, therefore, to investigate the situation in terms of extreme
assumptions. Let us assume that all new lending ceases, that no debts
maturing within the year are refunded, and that all interest charges pay-
able within the year are met. To approximate this extreme situation, all
short term debt and one-seventh of the long term liabilities outstanding at
the beginning of the year are added to the interest paid during the year.
In 1949 this extreme debt service requirement on individuals and non-
corporate businesses amounted to $45.6 biffion, or 24 percent of the dis-
posable income of individuals and unincorporated business for the year.
The burden to be met out of 1950 incomes (assuming a rise of about $1
billion in interest costs) was $49.1 billion. Assuming no change from the
preceding year's disposable personal income, the ratio of these hypothetical
service requirements to income would rise to 26 percent. The comparable
burden at the end of the war was slightly less than 20 percent of 1946
incomes.
Despite this increase during the four postwar years, the current ratio is
substantially below the extreme burden on prewar and predepression
incomes. Applying the computations outlined above to individualand
noncorporate debt outstanding at the beginning of 1939, the burden repre-
sented about 37 percent of disposable personal incomes for that year;in
1929 the burden was over half of 1929 income. Income wouldhave to
fall 30 percent from 1949 levels or the debt burden would have torise
more than 40 percent before this extreme servicecharge would constitute
as high a proportion of disposable income asin 1939.
Since corporate income available for debt service (see note 8 above)has
increased more rapidly than corporate debt, such an extreme service
requirement as calculated above constitutes a smaller multiple of current
corporate income than did the comparable burden on1946 and 1939
incomes. The sum of interest paid during the year, short termdebt, and
a seventh of long term debt outstanding atthe beginning of the year
was 3.4 times corporate disposable incomefor 1949. Since short term
obligations declined more than long term debt increasedduring 1949, the
burden on 1950 income became lighter. Assuming constantincome, the
service requirement would be 3.2 times 1950 income.The comparable
ratios were 5.5 times 1945 income, 5.9 times 1939 income,and 4.2 times
1929 income.
The ratio of this extreme service requirement to availableincome does
not measure the full extent of adjustmentsdebtors would have to make in90 PART
expenditure patterns if they were forced toy all maturing
debts and
could not obtain new financing. The total adjustmentreqwretj wjth
drawing on existing stocks of assets would include theelimination ofcu.
rent expenditures financed by borrowing, as well as curtailmentof oth
expenditures by an amount equal to the difference betweenthe extre,
repayments postulated above less the preceding year'srepayments To
calculate the change in expenditures that would beinvolved uude.
extreme assumptions is difficult, since the groupingused incompiling data on final product expenditures isnot the same as the group
q
available debt information. At this juncture itwill be helpful toturn to
another statistical compilation, the moneyflowsstudy, where amore con.
sistent arrangement of data, for bothbalance sheet and income andexpen..
diture items, has been attempted.
E HOUSEHOLD DEBT
Basic equipment for themoneyflows study is a set of financialstatements recording the inflow and outflowof funds for each of 10economic groups - households, farms, nonfinancial unincorporatedbusiness, nonfinanj
corporations, banks, insurancecompanies, other financialbusinesses, the federal government, state andlocal governments, and therest of the wont Annual financialstatements, recording the moneyflowsfor each sectorin standard categories oftransactions, have been compiledfor 1939 through 1948. The flowsare not limited to transactions infinal product; allpur- chases of goods andservices, whether finalor intermediate, alltransfer payments, and all taxpayments are included as faras the data permit. Similarly, all receiptsfrom sales of goods andservices (not only thenet profit on sales)are recorded, as are all receiptsof transferpayments, taxes, etc. While theaccounts record onlymoney flows, they are notconfined to cash transactions. Thus,imputed transactions,such as food producedand consumed on farms,are excluded, but goodspurchased by the issuanceof an account payableare included.
Nonfinanciai transactionssuch as those involvedin purchases and sales of goods andservices, are directlyrecorded in theaccounts as flows. In calculating financialtransactions it was foundpreferable toprepare partial balance sheets- partial in that only financialclaims and oblige- tions are included,and tangibleassets excluded- and compute most financial flows frombalance sheet changes,after adjustment forwriteups and writeoffs offinancial assets andliabilities.
Since the preparjcoof this paper,a number of the estiniatesincorporated in the moneyfiows accounts havebeen revised, andthe accounts havebeen extended to cover 1949 and 1950. Threvisiom and thecurrent data were notcompleted in time for lacorporaJjhere.THE POSTWAR STRUCTURE OPPINANCIAL CLAIMS 91
We are particularly concerned herewith the income and expense state-
ments and balance sheetsfor households (single person and family con-
suming urnts and personal trusts), farms(farm businesses, excluding the
financial accounts of farm households),incorporated businesses (exclud-
ing banks and insurancecompanies), and unincorporated businesses (sole
proprietors and partnerships, excludingmutual financial institutions).'0
The separation of household andbusiness accounts in the case of proprie-
torships represents, in many instances, animputation of accounting pro-
cedures where none exist - the farmerwho does not divide his bank
balance into reserves held for familycontingencies and those needed for
business purposes, the small proprietorwho mortgages his house to provide
working capital for his business, etc.The social accountant is faced with
the choice of merging the activitiesof the business and the owner, thereby
blurring the outlines of any response patternsotherwise discernible in the
data, or performing what has beenlabeled 'accounting vivisection' and
imputing certain bases for response patterns.For example, by including
in consumer receipts only netwithdrawals of funds from unincorporated
businesses instead of the entire net incomeof the business, the assump-
tion is forced on the analyst thatproprietors' patterns of consumer expen-
ditures stem from the income leftafter business requirements have been
met instead of from the entireincome earned by the business.Neither
course is completelysatisfactory, but we chose to separatehousehold and
business activities as the better alternativefor studying financial flows,
even though the statisticalbases are weak in many respects.
Household receipts in Table 3 include,therefore, withdrawals of funds
from unincorporated businesses (netof new money invested), nottheir
total net income. They include alsocash pay, interest,1' dividends,insur-
ance benefits, taxrefunds, public and private charitablegrants, and
receipts from sales of tangible assetssuch as cars and furniture. In1948
these receipts totaled $205billion.12 After payment of federal, state,and
The sectors used in this paper do notfollow exactly those in the moneyfiowsstudy,
nor do the transact'tinsand balance sheet definitions followprecisely those employed
there. The adaptations were madepartly for convenience and partly tosupplement
the moneyflows accounts with itemspertinent to a study of debt and assetrelation-
ships but not to a study of paymentflows, e.g., household equity in insurancere-
serves arc included amonghousehold assets, as is the value ofaccrued interest on
U. S. savings bonds in theaccompanying tables. Neither appears inthe moneyflows
balance sheet for households.
" In addition to cash interest receipts,the interest accrued onU. S. savingsbonds was
included in order to bring the receiptaccount to the same basis as thebalance sheet.
Household portfolios arc shown inclusiveof the accrued interest earned onthese
Excluding receipts from sales ofreal property, estimates of which werenot com






























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































local taxes (including real property taxes) disposablereceipts were$180 billion, or 176 percent more than in 1939. (Disposablepersonal income
as measured by the Department of Commerce was $70billion in 1939
and $191 billion in 1948, an increase of 173percent.) The rise inbous
hold debt was far less rapid: from $27.5 billion in 1939to more than$57 billion at the end of 1948. Most of the increase indebt, however,wa
concentrated in the postwar years, whereas householdreceipts rosenio
rapidly before the end of the war. From 1939to 1945 disposablereceipi
increased over 100 percent; total household debt26 percent. From1945 to 1948 receipts increased 33 percent; debt65 percent.
The wartime increase in household debtwas attributable to incre
in mortgages, loans to finance thepurchase of securities, andyear end income tax liabilities to federal,state, and local governmentThe cur. tailinent of new construction and theimposition of rent controlsresulteJ in a substantial transfer ofresidential property from thetenant to tl
owner-occupied classification; most of themortgage debt incurredby households during this period reflectstransfers of existingproperties. Mt of the borrowing to financesecurity purchases was directedtoward the purchase of United Statesgovernment securities.
Since the end of thewar household mortgage debt hascontinueij to increase rapidly, but borrowingfor the purchase ofconsumer goods has increased evenmore rapidly. Household accountspayable to retaileis,
charge accounts and otherforms of sale creditmore than doubled from the end of 1945 to theend of 1948. Short andmedium term debtto banks and financecompanies, excluding debt forpurchases of securities, almost tripled. Taxliabilities increased through1947, but the reduction in federal incometax rates in 1948 reducedliabilities oI'tstandingat the end of 1948 to aboutthe level of 1945. Thestructure of household debt, then, at the end of1948 was approximatelyas follows: 56 percent due on mortgages, principallyto financial institutions,23 percent dueon short term debt to financialinstitutions, financecompanies, and security dealers, 12 percent dueon short term debt tomerchants, and 9percent due to federal, state, and localgoveTnmeon account of incometaxes. In Con- trast, the prewar (1939)distribution was 47,36, 13, and 4percent respectively.
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of disposable receipts, household interest expenditures were 1.3percent
in 1948, 1.0 percent in 1945, and 2.1 percent in 1939.
Again, measurement of the total service burden of household debt must
be in terms of an extreme assumption - no debt renewalsand no new
borrowing. The sum of short and medium term liabilities, aseventh of
long term debt outstanding at the beginning of 1948,and interest paid
during the year, $30 billion, was about 17 percent of disposablehousehold
receipts for 1948. The comparable burden on 1949 incomes was$33 bil-
lion. Assuming no change from 1948 to 1949 in disposablereceipts (dis-
posable personal income, as measured by the Department ofCommerce
increased less than a quarter of 1 percent), the extreme servicerequire-
ment would be over 18 percent of 1949 householdreceipts after taxes.
In contrast, the extreme burden to be met out of 1939receipts was $15
billion, or 23 percent of disposable receipts.
To meet the extreme conditions postulated above,without chang-
ing current saving rates or previously accumulatedstocks, expenditures
financed by borrowing would have to be eliminated and otherexpendi-
tures adjusted to make up the differencebetween the service charge as
calculated and the actual service payments in the precedingperiod. Data
on actual flows of gross borrowingand repayment are not available, except
for isolated areas of household debt. However, arough order of magni-
tude can be calculated from balance sheet data.Household debt outstand-
ing (exclusive of tax liabilities) increased at anannual rate of about $8
billion in the early postwar years, and themoneyflows expenditures ac-
count shows interest payments averagingslightly below $2 bilLion per
year. The change in 1948expenditures required by the conditions assumed
above would then be approximately the$30 billion extreme service
requirement plus the $8 billion of average netborrowing minus the $2
billion of average interest previouslypaid, or about a sixth of estimated
household moneyflows expenditures for 1948.Debt repayment rates since
the war may have been higher than the ratesrequired under terms of the
debt instruments. To the extent that they were,the extreme burden as-
sumed above would have less effect onexpenditure totals for goods and
services. On the other hand, a decline inincomes together with the extreme
debt service requirements would entail greatercurtailment of expenditures.
As households added over $10 billion tofinancial assets in 1948, almost
a third of the extremeburden could apparently be met withoutreducing
cash expenditures for goods and services ordrawing on assets. If, how-
ever, households wished tomaintain rates of current additions tofinancial
claims (and the urge to continuecontractual savings, such as insurance,
is undoubtedly strong) existing stocksof assets were more than adequate
to meet any debt amortizationrequirements and to be a substitutefor96 PART
the previois borrowing rates. Total household liabilitiesoutstanding at
the end of 1.48 were justover a third of household demand assets, i.e.,
cash and asses convertible into cash at the holder'soption withina rea-
sonable period am:! for an amount thatcan reasonably be expected tobe
close to their original cash values. Under thisdefinition, demandass
include holdings of cash, United Statesgovernment securities, savings
and loan association and credit union shares,and credit balanceswith
security brokers. Cash surrender valueson insurance policies wouldqual- ify under this definition, but itwas not possible to estimate thesesepa-
rately from the value of individuals' totalequity in private andgovernment
insurance assets.13 This equitywas classed, therefore, with othernoncie-
inand assets. The ratio of debt burdento demand assets is furtherover-
stated by the assumption that allnonmortgage household debtmatures within one year. Average maturitieson consumer goods debt exceedg
this even when controlswere in effect; since the expiration ofControls, maturities have increased signiflcantly.'
Even under these extremeassumptions concerning maturitiesof debt and the ready convertibility ofparticular assets, the sum of interestcharges, short term debt, anda seventh of long term debtoutstanding consti- tuted less than a fifth of demandassets at the end of 1948. Thisassumed service burden has increasedmore rapidly than demand assetholdings since the war; at the end of1945 it was only a seventh ofdemand assets; the prewar (1939) ratiowas over a third.
Further, the debt burdenmust be considered in relationto the increased
security of assets availableto households and the easingin terms of debt
households owe. The federalgovernment stands between the household
sector and many of its creditors,and to an increasingextent secures house- holds in their capacityas creditors. For example, householdportfolios of direct and guaranteedobligations of thegovernment were about $9 billion in 1939, or less thana fifth of household demandassets; by 1948 they totaled $60 billion, orover a third. The currency andcoins held by house- holds increased fivefold,representing less than 9percent of household demand assets in 1939 butalmost 12 percent in1948. Household bank deposits have increasedabout 2.5 times since1939. The proportionof household bank balancesprotected bygovernment insurance cannot be calculated precisely, forbusiness and personaldeposits are commingiedin
The last compilation ofamounts subject to withdrawalin cash by policyholders that could be discoveredwas that prepared for theTemporary National Economic Committee (Ileanngs Part10-A, p. 275). It, however,did not include the with- drawal values on policiesissued by several of thelargest companies in theindustry. "Milton Moss, 'A Studyof Instalment CreditTerms',Federal Reserve Bulletin, Dec. 1949.
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the statistics. However, total insured deposits at insured commercial banks
rose from $21.7 biffion in 1938 to $62.4 billion in 1949.' As of Septem-
her 30, 1949, 96 percent of the deposit accounts at insured commercial
banks were insured in full. This is a smaller percentage than prevailed in
1938, 98.4 percent, since the average balance has increased substantially.
Probably most business balances are in the uninsured portion of deposits,
and the fully insured demand accounts represent, in the main, household
balances. Savings accounts, predominantly held by households, were more
completely covered by insurance than demand deposits; in 1949, 86 per-
cent of savings accounts at insured commercial banks and 40 percent of
demand deposits were covered in full. On the whole, more household de-
posits in terms of dollar amounts and number seem to be fully insured
than before the war, but the coverage is proportionately no more of total
household balances than it was.
Household claims against banks are not only protected directly but
are indirectly safeguarded by the increasing proportion of government
securities in banks' portfolios and by government guarantees and insur-
ance of private loans made by banks. At the end of 1948, 56 percentof
the total loans and investment of commercial and mutual savings banks
were in federal securities (including not fully guaranteedissues). At the
end of 1939 such holdings were only 39 percent of their loan and security
portfolios. At the end of 1948 guarantee and insurance programs of gov-
ernment agencies protected in whole or in part some $7.1 billion of com-
mercial bank loans.16 The guaranteed portion, $5.0 billion, was almost
12 percent of all loans and discounts held by commercial banks.
Similarly, the portfolios of other institutions in debt to households
have been strengthened by increases in their direct holdings of goverrnnent
securities or by government guarantees of private loans. Government
insurance reserves (National Service and U. S. government life insurance)
plus the government securities held by private life insurancecompanies
and fraternal benefit societies were $6.4 billion in 1939, or afifth of
household insurance equities. By the end of 1948 these government insur-
ance reserves plus governmentsecurities held by private companies were
almost $26 billion, or about 40 percent of household equity in insurance
reserves (see Table 3, lines M and N).In addition, about $3.5 billion of
mortgage loans held by life insurance companies wereinsured in whole
or in part by the government. Theseinsured mortgages represented about
a third of all mortgage loans held bylife insurance companies, and more
than 6 percent of their total assets.
The government loan guarantee and insurance programsthat enhance
'Insurance of Commercial Bank Deposits', ibid., Feb. 1950.
' Annual Report of the Federal Deposit insurance Corporation, 1948, p. 37.ft
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the security of household assetsare, for the most part, the programs
that
protect households in their capacity as debtors. At the endof 1948 F}L
and VA insurance and guaranteeprograms protected some 16percent of
total household liabilities.'7 Almost all theseguarantees cover household
mortgage debt; some 29 percent of mortgage balancesowed by hous
holds at the end of 1948were covered by FHA and VA programs.About $200 million of home repair andmodernization loans wascovered by
FHA insurance provisions. Only 7percent of total householdliabilities and 15 percent of householdmortgage balances owed wereprotect under government insuranceprograms at the end of 1939.
While these programsare designed to protect householdsas creditors they afford numerous advantagesto households as debtors.The most immediate advantagesare the controls over interest rateschargeabi on insured or guaranteed loans,the longer amortization periodsallowed, and the minimum constructionstandards established. Further,insured loans must be amortized regularlyasomewhat mixed blessing, sincethe perioj of grace during which debtorsmay adjust expenditures orconvert asse to meet repayment dates isshorter. However, recognitionof the regular service burden tendsto make for sounder appraisal bydebtor andcreditor of ability to undertakedebt, and the amortizationof Principalreduces total interest costson the loan. Finally, the insuranceprograms should ease the difficulties ensuing fromdefaults. The general policyof the gov- ernment as guarantor is probablybest stated in the followingquotation from the LendersHandbook, Veterans AdministrationPamphlet 4-3 (rev. Dec. 1948),paragraph 5011:
"It is the policy ofthe VA, consistent withthe beneficial natureof the leg- islation, toencourage lenders to extend allreasonable forbearance in theevent a borrower becomes unableto meet his obligationsunder the loan. Accord.. ingly, the regulationshave given the lenderbroad discretion inextending the terms of repayment inorder to cute a defaultor to avoid imminent default."
Summarizing the positionof household debtorsas revealed byaggrega- tive data, it is evidentthat debt servicerequirements grew heavierin rela- tion to householdreceipts and assets duringthe first threepostwar years, but are still relativelylighter than theprewar burden, and thatthe security of householdassets as well as of theirdebts is to an increasingdegree the ultimate responsibjfiyof the federalgovernment The serviceburden as measured above has beenin terms leastfavorable to househol'status as debtors. Immediatelypayable debtsare overstated, andimmediately available assetsunderstated;moreover, the assetsexclude, because of the
"VA insuranceor guarantees otherthan on home loansand FHA insuranceother than on 1-familydwelling mortgagesarc consjderJ hereas insurance of business, rather than household,debt,THE POSTWAR STRUCTURE OF FINANCIAL CLAIMS 99
lack of statistical bases for estimation, tangible assets owned by house-
holds,
We have considered above only the initial impact of the extreme condi-
tions postulated, and the magnitude of the adjustments these conditions
would impose on expenditure and saving rates, or on stocks of assets. The
conditions assumed are not plausible, nor is it likely that all households
will adjust in the same way. It should be kept in mind, therefore, that the
calculations yield results not likely to be encountered in the actual flow
of debt and credit. On the other hand, the secondary effects of even smaller
adjustments - less curtailment of debtor expenditures or current saving -
may be even more disastrous for the economy if other groupsrespond
as adversely as households and their creditors. Hence the measurements
are of value in historical comparisons but cannot, withoutfurther informa-
tion than is now available on probable patterns of debtor behavior, fore-
cast the course of events if the flow of credit to household debtors were
stopped.
Information readily available on distributions of household income,
assets, and debt tends to confirm the aggregate picture. Thepartial data
available from the FRB Survey of Consumer Finances indicate a fairly
stroIg position at most points along the income scale. Forexample, over
half the units surveyed in early 1949 reported no debt, whereas only 29
percent reported no liquid asset holdings. (In the Surveyliquid assets
include government bonds, checking and savings accounts, and savings
and loan association shares, but not currency.) About half the units
with debts reported that the total owed was less than $500, whereas some
60 percent of those owning liquid assets reported holdings of over $500.
Even in the lowest income bracket (annual money incomebefore taxes of
less than $1,000) 20 percent of all spending units reportedliquid asset
holdings of $500 or more; 11 percent had total debts of $500 or more
(Table 4).
Table 4
Spending Units Reporting Liquid Assets or Total Debts of $500 orMore
as a Percentage of All Spending Unitsin Income Class, Early 1949
1948 Annual Money
Income before Taxes Liquid Assets Total Debts
Undcr$1,000 20 11
1,000- 1,999 29 10
2,000- 2,999 37 19
3,000-. 3,999 43 29
4,000- 4,999 52 38




In a paper presented to the Eleventh Annual Minnesota Bankers Con-
ference, February 14, 1950, 'Consumer Credit and the Financial Posjtjo0
of Consumers', Homer Jones reported that at the beginning of 1949about
a third of families with some consumer credit obligations possessej liquid
assets at least as large as their total debt, whatever its size. So far the Sur-
veys have uncovered little evidence of any tendency for persons with few
assets or with low incomes to incur substantial consumer debts.
As for nonfarm mortgage debt on owner-occupied houses, theamount
outstanding in relation to the current market value of theproperties (as
estimated by owners) is so low that it would take very large pricedeclines
to wipe out owners' equities in most cases. Some 55 percent of allOwfler
occupied houses were free of debt; over half of the homeowners having
mortgage balances outstanding early in 1949 had equities of 50percent
or more in their homes. The median mortgage debt outstandingwas just
over $3,000 (the 1940 Census reported a median debt for 1-to 4-family
nonfarm properties of about $2,000).
Average mortgage service costs cannot be compared withaverage mort-
gagor incomes in terms of Survey data. However, datacompiled by the
FHA on mortgages on 1-family dwellings insuredunder Section 203 of
the National Housing Act givesome indication of the service burden: The
costs included in the FHA calculationsare interest, principal, FHA insur-
ance premiums, hazard insurance, taxes, specialassessments, ground
rents, and miscellaneous expenses, ifany. These costs are shownas a
proportion of the mortgagor's effective annualincome (an estimate of the
mortgagor's earning capacity before deductingincome taxes) that is likely
to prevail during the first third of the totalterm of the mortgage. The
cost-mcome ratio was 16.1 percent in 1948 forrnortgagors purchasing
new 1-family houses and 14.4 percent forpurchasers of existing houses.
In 1946 costs were 15.3percent of income for purchasers ofFHA-insured
new houses and 14.3 percent on insuredexisting dwellings. The risehas
been significant since World WarII, but the ratio is still belowthe 1940
average - 17.2 percent for new and 15.1percent for existing houses. The
comparison with prewar periodsmust not be given much weight,however, since personal income taxlevies have changed materially,whereas these FHA data relate toprospective incomes beforetaxes.
F FARMS
The burden of debton other sectors cannot bediscussed as fully as that of household debts.Fewer data areavailable bearingon the aggregate and distribution of debtfor most businessgroups. However, data for farm businesses have beenmore fully developed andanalyzed so often and so
mr
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thoroughly that little can be added here. The Balance Sheet of Agriculture
and the accompanying income and expense statements developed by the
BAE. Division of Agricultural Finance, provide almost all the data needed.
Some adaptations must be made to fit the Balance Sheet into a frame-
work such as that used in analyzing household debts since the war. As indi-
cated above, the data on households included farm households as well as
those of other proprietors of unincorporated businesses. It is necessary,
therefore, to separate from the aggregates in the BAE Balance Sheet the
financial assets and debts the proprietors held and owed as business men
from those they held and owed as households. The procedure rests on
arbitrary assumptions, for few data have as yet been developed to serve as
benchmarks.18 We assumed that farm business proprietors hold only cash
and investments in cooperatives; i.e., these were their sole financial assets.
The holdings of United States government bonds shown in the BAE Bal-
ance Sheet are assumed to be those of farm households. Farm business
cash was estimated as a fixed proportion of total farm demand deposits
(as reported in FRB Demand Deposit Surveys) and currency holdings as
a proportion of farm business deposits. The BAE data were adjusted in
two other respects. First, farm receipts shown in Table 5 include cash
receipts from marketings of agricultural products, but proceeds of loans
obtained from the Commodity Credit Corporation are excluded until the
loan is.canceled by surrender of title to the products to the CCC. CCC
loans still outstanding are included in the balance sheet in Table 5. Second,
an attempt was made to eliminate the activities of nonfarmlandlords;
approximate deductions were made for mortgages owed as well as for
interest and taxes paid by them. In general these deductions do not greatly
alter the picture.
There are valid objections to excluding financial assets held by farm
households in comparing farm business debts with the resources available
for meeting them. Obviously these assets can and will be used when re-
quired by business exigencies: no farm family will suffer foreclosure on
a mortgage just because a social accountant hassegregated part of its cash
balance into a nonbusiness use category. However, the comparison of
business debts and assets has value in that it may establish the range at
which the burden of debt begins to bear on proprietor families' patterns
of expenditure, saving, or utilization of assets. In contrast to the analysis
of household debts in the preceding section, the analysis here does not
indicate the danger areas where default may occur, but rather the point
at which the proprietor must decide whether to use family-held assets in
meeting business obligations.
For a more complete discussion, see R. 3. Burroughs, 'Uses and Misuses of the















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































THE POSTWAR STRUCTURE OF FINANCIAL CLAIMS 103
During the war when farm incomes were increasing rapidly farmers
reduced debt substantially. Total liabilities decreased over a sixth,while
receipts after taxes increased to more than 2.5 times the 1939annual rate.
Farm debt outstanding at the end of 1939 was 91 percentof disposable
receipts for the year and five times as large as our roughapproximation
of the business cash held by farm proprietors. At theend of 1948 it was
only 3! percent of disposable receipts and only 6 percentlarger than farm
business cash balances.
The wartime reduction affected mortgage debt principally;short term
obligations increased in the early war years, then declined until1945 when
the year-end total was about the same as total short termdebt at the end
of 1939. Most of the postwar increase was in short termdebt, which
almost doubled from 1945 to 1948. Mortgagedebt rose 5 percent. The
interest costs of farm debt have remained fairly constant;the effective rate
declined from 6.3 percent in 1939 to 5.3 percent in 1948.
Estimating the extreme repayment requirements forfarm debt calls
for somewhat different assumptions than wereused for other sectors. The
federal government is a major creditor of farmbusinesses; at the end of
1948 farm debt owed to or guaranteed bythe government totaled $2.8
billion, or almost 30 percent of total farmliabilities (it was $3.2 billion,
or 40 percent of totalliabilities at the end of 1939). Even if repayments
were required on other typesof government loans, CCC price support
loans would probably be canceled bythe declining prices accompanying
the extreme conditions wehypothesized earlier. Therefore, the more real-
istic assumption of the service burdenwould be the suni of short term
debts minus loans held orguaranteed by the CCC plus some fraction -
say, roughly an eighth -of mortgages outstanding at the beginningof the
year plus interestpaid during the year. This calculationyields an hypo-
thetical service charge of $4.4 billion, orapproximately 15 percent of
farmers' disposable receipts for 1948.In 1939 the comparable burden
was $4 billion, or 45 percentof disposable receipts. To restorethe 1939
ratio, the service burden would have tobe double that outstanding at the
end of 1948, or disposable farmreceipts fall almost half from the 1948
rate.
Current information is too scantyfor many comparisons among sectors
of debt-equity relationships. Weshall not, therefore, encumberthe argu-
ment with the informationcompiled by the BAE on the valueof tangible
assets held by farmers except toindicate that farm proprietors' equities
have increased 2.5 times since1939 - with business assets,excluding
household equipment on farms, butincluding farm dwellings, valued at
current prices. Valuing the assets at1940 prices, the increase in equities





























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































We discussed certainaspects of the corporate debtstructure in Section D (see especially Table 2and accompanyingtext), but compared onlydebt and net incomes aftertaxes. It is profitableto consider also the changesin debt in relation to totalcorporate receipts, after taxes.This comparison
The survey of member bankloans conducted bythe Federal Reserve Boardin November 1946 (FederalReserve Bulletin, March,May, June, July, and August 1947) indicates thatsmall business firms pledgetheir plant and equipmentas security for busine3 loansmore frequently than largeenterpn.
I
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rather than to acquire property.The classification of allnoncorpte
mortgage debt as long term probably overstates the ratio of longterm to
total noncorporate liabilities, but how much we do not know.
Short term debt constituted over half of allnoncorporate liabilities in
1948; slightly less relatively than in 1945 but stillsubstantially morethan
in 1939. Almost a third of noncorporate shortterm debt was owedto
banks, half to other nonfinancial businesses, and abouta sixth to financial
Organizalions other than banks- commercial factors, finance companies,
etc.
Service on noncorporate debt outstandingat the beginning of 1948,
under the extreme conditions ofno refunding and no new borrowing,
represented about 13 percent of 1948 disposablereceipts. To restorethe
1939 ratio of extreme service chargesto disposable receipts, 23percent,
the burden of servicing debtoutstanding at the end of theyear would have
to rise about 80 percent,or disposable receipts fall more than 50percent from 1948 levels.
The proportion ofnoncorporate debt protected bygovernment guar-
antee and insurance programscannot be calculated precisely. Mostof the protection is of noncorporate'mortgage debt, for the otherguarantee pro-
grains are quite small. VA insured businessloans, for example,were only
$123 million at the end of 1948,and RFC and Export-ImportBank guar-
antees, only a small part of whichprobably covernoncorporate debt, totaled about $400 million Almostall the governmentguarantees affect- ing this sectorare in the mortgage area, but the datado not indicate the
insured debtors' legal formof organization. Ifwe assume that all VA real
estate guarantees coveredhouseholds, it might beappropriate to prorate FIIA insured loans(those not previouslyconsidered as guarantees of
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puts the consideration of corporateand of household debt, which was
compared with both disposable receipts and disposablepersonal income,
on a par. Thehousehold disposable receipt and income concepts differ
somewhat,2° but both are gross flow concepts in thatthey represent total
inflows of money, or money values, beforededuction of most of the costs
of producing them. The gross flow conceptis appropriate in considering
the business debt structure too, foropportunities exist - perhaps not as
numerous as are available tohouseholds but nevertheless of some signifi-
cance - for adjusting business coststo maintain debt service, just as
households may choose among various consumptionexpenditures that
must be reduced to service personaldebts. To measure the business debt
burden in terms of net income alone is to assumeimplicitly that the cost-
sales ratio is fixed, and to ignore thepossibilities of servicing from depre-
ciation reserves, whereas we haveabundant evidence of substantial varia-
tions in the cost-sales ratio. Tables2 and 7, Part I indicate that in 1939
corporate disposable income (incomeafter taxes but before dividend and
interest payments) was 5.2 percentof total receipts after taxes. In 1945
the ratio dropped to 4.0 percent butby 1948 had risen to 5.2 percent.
The extreme potential debt serviceburden that might have been levied
on 1949 corporateincomes was slightly over $72 billion -$62.5 billion
of short term corporate debt plus $7billion, or a seventh of total corporate
long term liabilities, plus $2.5billion estimated interest paymentsdue.
This sum was 3.4 times the preliminaryestimate of corporate disposable
income for 1949, $21.3 billion.Estimates of disposable receipts for1949
have not been completed. If netincome represented a 6 percent return
on disposable receipts(an increase over the 1948 ratewhich averages the
increase from 1946 to 1947 and1947 to 1948), disposable receiptswould
have fallen some $34 billionfrom 1948 to 1949. If, however, the rateof
return declined the same amount(and substantial declines in theprofits-
sales ratio were noted in thefirst three quarters of the year for asample of
manufacturing corporations reporting tothe SEC), disposable receipts
would have increased more than$84 billion. In one case theburden of
debt service on receipts will haveincreased from about 18 percent in 1948
to over 20 percent in 1949;in the other, it will havedropped from 18 to
15 percent. The difference in1949 disposable receipts between a4.5 and
a 6 percent returnis almost $120 billion, asubstantial range of costs on
which operating economiesmight be made in the extremecircumstances
postulated by our initial assumptions.The ability to adjust expenditures
The main differences are theexclusion, from the receipts total, ofimputed income
items and of the net incomeretained in noncorporate business, andthe inclusion of

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































5THE POSTWAR STRUCTURE OF FINANCIAL CLAIMS 109
to meet debt service requirements must be appraised in the light of all
funds available and all costs, not only in relation to funds available for
capital expenditures.
For the ten years 1939-48 the two concepts yield approximately the
same result. The debt service burden in relation to both disposable incomes
and receipts fell about 50 percent. However, most of the decline in the
debt-income ratio occurred after the war, while most of the decline in
the debt-receipts ratio occurred during the war. This difference reflects
the changes cited above in the profits-sales ratio. The potential burden was
3.4 times corporate disposable income in 1948, and 17.6 percent of dis-
posable receipts.
We did not discuss in Section D the relation of the debt service to avail-
able assets. Confining the comparison to the extreme potential debt service
requirement and to corporate holdings of demand assets - cash and gov-
ernment securities - service requirements were more than 2.5 times de-
mand assets in 1939, dropped to 1.25 times in 1945, then increased to
almost twice demand assets by the end of 1948. While holdings of demand
assets have declined about 10 percent since the war, stocks of other finan-
cial claims, chiefly accounts and notes receivable, increased 30 percent.
The 1948 year-end ratio of total liabilities to total financial assets is well
below 1939 levels. Data on debt-equity relationships in the corporate area
have not been examined, nor has it been possible to develop the inforina-
tion on an industry or size of firm basis.
IFINANCIAL INTERMEDIARIES
Only a partial attempt has been made to indicate the main creditors of
the four debtor groups whose balance sheets are presented in preceding
sections. Debtor-creditor relationships cannot be analyzed fully here, but
we can indicate, from several approaches, the importance of some of the
principal financial institutions in the flow of credit - commercial and
mutual savings banks, life insurance companies, fraternal benefit societies,
savings and loan associations, and credit unions. The importance of insti-
tutional credit has grown rapidly since the war. At the end of 1948 these
institutions held 44 percent of the liabilities of households, farms, corpo-
rate and noncorporate business; the total was 37 percent in 1945 (Table
8). Commercial and mutual savings banks were the chief lending insti-
tutions to the four private sectors. About a quarter of the liabilities owed
by these sectors at the end of 1948 were held by banks, about a seventh
by life insurance companies, and 5 percent by savings and loan associa-
tions. Fraternal orders and credit unions held negligible proportions.
Institutional holdings were most important in long term private liabili-S 110
Table 8
Private Liabilities Held by Financial Intermediaries,1939, 1945,and 1948
Preliminary
Type of Liability and Holder 1939 1945 1948 ATotal private debt ($ billion)' 134.3 152.5 214.4 BPrivate debt held by financial intermediaries
($ billion)b 46.4 56.6 93.5 CPercentage held by financial intermediaries 34.5 37.1 43.6 D Banks 18.7 20.8 23.6 E lifeinsurancecompanjes 12.6 12.3 14.8 F Savings & loan associations 2.8 4.8 0 Fraternal benefit associations .3 .4 .3 H Credit unions .1 .1 7 Total private short &inediumtermdebt (S billion)' 56.8 81.1 112.1 JPrivate short & medium tenn debtheld by
financial intermediaries (S billion)' 14.3 19.2 28.0 KPercentage held by financialintermediaries 25.2 23.7 25.0 L Banks 19.2 21.1 22.9 M Life ins. cos. & credit unions 6.0 2.6 2.1 NTotal private long term debt($ billion) 77.6 71.4 102.3 oPrivate long term debt heldby financial
intermediaries ($ billion)' 32.1 37.5 65.4 PPercentage held by financialintermediaries 41.4 52.5 63.9 Q Banks
18.4 20.6 24.3 R Life ins. cos. & frat. benefitassociations is.i 24.4 29.5 S Savings & loan associations 4.9 7.5 IOi
See the Technical Appendix forprocedures.
Because of rounding, columnsmay not downtotal.
'Liabilities of households (Table3), farms (Table 5),noncorporate business (Table 6), and corporatebusiness (Table 7).
'Financial intermediaries includecommercial and mutual savingsbanks, life insur- ance companies, savings and loanassociations, fraternal benefitassociations, and credit unions.
'Allocation of bank loansand securities is tentative.Policy loans of life insurance companies and credit union loansoutstanding were considered hereto be short term assets. Other private domesticloans of life insurancecompanies, plus mortgagesand pnvate bonds held by fraternalorders and mortgages heldby savings and loanasso- ciations were classed as longterm assets.
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THE POSTWAR STRUCTURE OP FINANCIAL CLAIMS 111
the long term holdings were in mortgages; real estate loans of banks, and
mortgages held by life insurance companies and savings and loan asso-
ciations totaled about $38 billion in 1948, or 58 percent of their portfolios
of long term household and business debt. Government insurance and
guarantee programs have been an important factor in encouraging insti-
tutional investment in real estate debt; almost half of the credit extended
by these institutions to the four private sectors since the war has been in
mortgages. At the end of 1948 about 45 percent of all commercial bank
real estate loans and 33 percent of life insurance mortgage holdings were
guaranteed in whole or in part under FRA and VA programs.
The increasing emphasis on long term assets, particularly holdings of
debt secured by real estate, has changed the pattern of institutional debt
in terms of the owing sectors. It is difficult to measure the change pre-
cisely, chiefly because we do not know what part of institutional mortgage
portfolios should be attributed to home-owners and to landlords. Further,
it is difficult to divide residential mortgage debt into that owed by corpo-
rate and by noncorporate landlords. Finally, the benchmarks for allocat-
ing the burden of commercial mortgages to corporate and to noncorporate
debtors are inadequate. With the aid of some rough assumptions, how-
ever, a tentative allocation indicates that institutional creditis most im-
portant in the case of households, whose liabilities to banks, insurance
companies, and other financial intermediaries were almost three-fifths of
their total liabilities in 1948. The current proportion, however, is not vely
much higher than the prewar.
While institutional-held debt is still a smaller proportion of business
debt than of personal liabilities, it has grown more rapidly since 1939.
Thus, farm debt to financial intermediaries was about a third of total farm
liabilities in 1939, but rose to over a half by the end of 1948. Corporate
debt to institutions rose from 30 percent of prewar total corporate liabili-
ties to almost 40 percent at the end of 1948; noncorporate debt tofinancial
institutions rose from a fifth to over a third of total noncorporate liabilities.
Bankc were the chief institutional creditors of households, farms, and
noncorporate business. At the end of 1948 over a quarterof total house-
hold liabilities, over two-fifths of farm debt, and about a third of noncorpo-
rate debt were held by commercial and mutual savingsbanks. Life insur-
ance companies, however, were the principalinstitutional creditors of
corporate business; at the end of 1948 insuranceholdings of corporate
debt were a fifth of all corporate liabilities; slightly more than asixth of
total corporate debt was owed to banks; 37 percent of the postwarincrease
in corporate debt has been absorbed by life insurance companies.
Refinement of this very rough allocation of institutionalportfolios is in
progress as part of the work in developingmoneyflows accounts, but it is112 PART i
doubtful that estimates of the major shifts noted above will haveto i
modified greatly. Until the basic reporting of institutional portfolios,pa
ticularly bank call reports, is substantially improved, debtor groupscan be
only approximately identified.
ICONCLUSIONS
This completes the survey of data that can readily be broughtto bear on
the problem initially posed- the extent to which the present debt Struc-
ture might aggravate a decline in debtors' incomes. The dataare patently
inadequate for a decisive answer. Lack of specific informationon debt
maturity schedules makes it necessary to use rough estimates ofthe niaxi-
mmii annual debt burden, not the average. Further, inadequatevalualiotj
bases for debtors' holdings of financial assets and omissionof valuations
for the tangible assets owned by debtors have understatedthe resources
available to meet debt service charges. Finally, the dataassembled are for
broad economic units. Information indicating thedistribution of the debt
burden within each sector for which partialbalance sheets have been
compiled is fragmentary.
Yet some inferences can be drawnconcerning the security of thepres-
ent debt structure:
1) Given regular amortization schedules,the lengthening of maturities
allows total debt to risemore rapidly than the annual repayment load.An
Increasing proportion of the debtincurred in postwar years had longterm
maturities, and regular amortizationschedules have been provided forin
most residential mortgages written sincethe end of the war. For allsectors
debt with an original maturitylonger than one yearrose from 50 percent
of total debt owed at theend of the war to about 55percent at the end of 1949.
The distribution of totalprivate debt on a sector basis isavailable only
through 1948. The shift towardlong term obligationswas especially im-
portant in the case of households. Ofthe net increase in householdliabili- ties from 1945 to 1948,over three-fifths was in long term(mortgages); of that in nonfarm businessliabilities roughly half. Only inthe case of farm debt was theproportion reversed- 93 percent of the rise was in
short term and only 7percent in long term.
2) Debt secured by realproperty representedan increasing proportion of
all debt owed by the foursectors. At the end of 1948mortgages accounted for 27 percent of allprivate liabilities; just afterthe end of the war 24
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what suspect collateral in termsof probable cyclical fluctuations in values,
a substantialproportion of the mortgage debt incurred since the war was
secured by government guarantee and insurance programs.The FHA and
VA programs directly protected 29 percentof the mortgage debt owed
by households at the endof 1948 (considering only the guaranteed or
insured portions of the loans) and approximately6 percent of the mort-
gage debt of noncorporatebusiness.
The cost of carrying debt has been substantiallylower since the war.
The effective rate of interest (monetaryinterest paid as a percentage of
total liabilities) paid by householdsand noncorporate business rose some-
what from 1945 to 1948, but that forfarms decreased and that for corpo-
rate business remainedrelatively constant. For all sectors the rate was
substantially lower in 1948 than in 1939.
For all sectors the 1948 ratio of totaldebt owed to disposable receipts
was still well belowthe prewar ratio. Since we cannot calculate theactual
annual debt service requirement, wecompared changes in the require-
ments in terms of the extremeburden that would be realized if no refunding
of maturing debt and no newborrowing were possible. Relative tothe
flow of disposable receipts, all sectorscould have met this burden in 1948
with relatively smaller adjustmentsin other expenditure patterns thanin
1939. Since the war, the ratioof extreme burden to disposablereceipts
increased slightly for households, farms,and other noncorporate enter-
prises, but decreased for corporatebusiness.
With respect to the assets that couldreadily be drawn upon, all sectors
were in a better positionat the end of 1948 than in1939. The ratio of the
extreme service burden (asdefined above) to demand assets -principally
cash and government securities -has been rising rapidly since the war,
but at the end of 1948 was stillwell below the 1939 ratio forall sectors.
In aggregate terms, therefore,the rapid rise in private debtsince the
war has not beenalarmingly disproportionate to changesin other eco-
nomic magnitudes, such as theflow of receipts to debtorsand the stocks
of financial assets held bydebtors. Debt service is a farlighter burden on
current than it was on prewarincome and the most stablefinancial claims
owned by debtors - cash and governmentsecurities - are currently much
higher proportions (and in some casesmuch higher multiples) of the
debts owed. Finally, the securityof postwar creditors isenhanced by the
increasing proportion of privatedebt guaranteed by the government.
However, the favorable comparisonof the present with the prewarsitu-
ation should not obscure thefact that a reversion to prewarratios of debt
burden to income that is initiatedby a decline in incomeswould be catas-
trophic. One cannot visualizewith equaninhity a 40 percentdecrease in
corporate disposable receipts or adecline in disposablepersonal income114 PART II
such as to cause a $40 or $50 billion decrease in consumption expenditu
although decreases of these magnitudes would be required torestore tJe
1939 ratios of debt burden to receipts. The strength of the presentfinas.
cial situation rests, rather, on the wider range of choice available todebton
in deciding how to maintain debt service without reducingexpencijt
for goods and services, as well as on government guarantees againstexten.
sive redistnbutions of the properties securing debt, if present debtamor..
tization rates cannot be met.
TECHNICAL APPENDIX
It is impossible, in a short appendix, to present detailedderivations of the
moneyflows statistics used in this paper. The magnitude ofthe task is indi-
cated by the statistical appendix to Moms Copeland's AStudy of Money.
flows in the United States, 1936-1942 (to be publishedby the NBER),
which runs to over 200pages. We therefore confine this diSCUSSiOnto a
summary of the principal sources of data, and the majoroperations applied
to them in compiling the sector income andexpense statements and bal-
ance sheet accounts presented. This will hardly satisfy theneeds of econo-
mists who would like touse these figures in exploring the debt problem
more intensively. However, readers interested inthe detailed procedures
used in estimating any specific figurecan obtain the information by ad-
dressing a request tome, do Division of Research and Statistics, Boardof
Governors of the Federal Reserve System,Washington 25, D. C. Aswas
noted earlier, many of the figurescited have been revised since theoriginal
preparation of this paper and data for1949 and 1950 have been compiled,
but neither the revisionsnor the more recent data have been incorporated.
Before discussing the individualsector accounts, it will be profitableto
note some of the basic definitionsthat apply to all. Theseare not, in every
instance, the definitions thatwere employed in setting up the moneyflows
accounts. Some of the restrictionsentailed in creatingan integrated system
of accounts to record theflow of money and creditare not necessarily
applicable in using segments ofthe accounts for specificanalyses. For example, the moneyflowsaccounts record the current flow oftax payments and receipts. Governmentreceipts include currenttax collections; the
expenditure account for eachsector records the currentpayment of the
tax. Moneyflows balance sheets,therefore, do not record theaccrual of tax liabilities. However,measurement of the debt service burdenin rela- tion to the asset andincome resources ofvarious debtor groups requires more comprehensivecoverage of debt, and accrual taxliabilities have been included in the varioussector balance sheets shownhere. Similarly, the
moneyflows accounts recordthe payment of lifeinsurance premi;uns as aTHE POSTWAR STRUCTURE OF FINANCIAL CLAIMS 115
current expense.21 Accrual of equities in life insurance reserves is excluded
from moneyflows balance sheets for households and for insurance com-
panies. Again, the purpose of this paper was better served by including
these equities in household assets.
Moneyflows accounting is not cash accounting. Transactions in most
goods and services are recorded at the time title to the goods has been
transferred or when the services have been rendered, not when cash pay-
ments are finally made. Thus, the purchase of a household appliance on
'time' is recorded in the household account when the sale is recorded in
the business account. The liability for the balance due is recorded in the
household account as a short term debt to merchants; the corresponding
asset is simultaneously recorded in the business balance sheet. Trade
credit, therefore, is an accrual entry appearing in both the regular money-
flows balance sheets and in the sector accounts used in this paper.
Although certain accrual aspects of the moneyflows study have been
retained, the sector accounts, as well as the moneyflows statements, include
only accrual entries that reflect exchanges between two transactors. Trans-
actions that are essentially bookkeeping entries for the time-allocation of
costs, in which no money or loanfund changes hands are excluded. Thus
depreciation and depletion charges do not appear as moneyflows expendi-
tures by business, and the reserves accumulated from such charges do not
appear in the balance sheets of the business sector. The 2-transactor
requirement applies to current as well as accrual transactions. Thus, im-
puted transactions in which farmers consume food and fuel produced on
their own farms, or home-owners receive net income from their residences,
are not regarded as moneyflows transactions, and are not included in the
receipts totals shown in the sector accounts.
The 2-transactor requirement was applied also to the balance sheet
computations. Therefore, the only assets shown in the balance sheet of
any sector are those for which corresponding liabilities exist in the account
of another sector. Tangible assets such as plant and equipment, houses,
and inventories are not recorded in the moneyflows balance sheets or in
the sector accounts used in the paper. (However, the purchase of these
capital items is included in moneyflows expenditures.) For an analysis of
the asset and income resources available to meet debt service charges, it
would have been desirable to include the current value of tangible wealth
owned by debtors. But data on tangible wealth are inadequate. Further,
a In the Department of Commerce national income and product accounts, only part
of these premiums - the part equivalent to the current service rendered by insurance
companies - appears as current or consumption expenditures by households. The
of the premium, minus the benefits received, is regarded as a net capital
use of funds, i.e., a use of personal saving.S 116 PART ij
limitations of the basic statistics yield values for some financialclaims that
are not always the most appropriate for the purpose of thispaper. Tue
total assets shown in the sector accounts in the text shouldtherefore be
used with utmost caution.
So much for general definitions underlying the text tables.The Principal
sources of data were published and unpublished materialscompifr4 by
the National Income Division of the Departmentof Commerce,tabu.
tions of corporate tax returns by the Bureau ofInternal Revenue,Fedezj
Reserve Board series on liquid asset holdings andon bank assets and lia-
bilities, Securities and Exchange Commissionreports on corporate finan-
cial transactions, and Spectator insurancemanuals. These data,togetber with many other statistics,were recast into income and expensestatement and balance sheets for the varioussector groups used in thepaper, In
many instances the recasting involved heroicassumptions going farbeyond the scope of the original statistics. Inno sense, therefore, should thesect
accounts be taken as official statistics.
Households
The recasting processcan best be illustrated in the derivationof house.
hold receipts, assets, and liabilitiesin Table 3, Part I. Totalreceipts for households can be derived fromthe Department of Commerceseries o personal income by applying thefollowing adjustments:
Deduct pay in kind, suchas food, clothing, and shelter furnishedto employees.
Deduct imputedproperty income, such as thenet rent on owner-oceu..
pied residential buildings,and the imputed value ofservices rendered by financial intermediaries,
Deduct income receivedby nonhouseholds, suchas employer contribu- tions to private pensionplans, corporate giftsto nonprofit organizations,
and interest and dividendreceipts flowing tounincorporated businesses and nonprofit organizations.
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Add gross private insurance benefits, charitableand relief payments
received by households.
Add the tax refunds received by households(instead of offsetting these
refunds against personal taxes as isdone in the Department of Commerce
computation of disposable personal income).
Add gross receipts from sales ofautomobiles, furniture, clothing, etc.
(instead of offsetting these receipts againstpurchases of used assets, as
is done in the Departmentof Commerce computation of personal con-
sumption expenditures).
Most of the items-on thehousehold balance sheet were derived from
regularly published series of theFRB and the SEC:
Cash balances, holdings of governmentsecurities, and holdings of
savings and loan associationand credit union shares were based onthe
FRB series, EstimatedLiquid Asset Holdings of Individuals andBusi-
nesses. These wereadjusted to remove estimated farm businessholdings
of currency and demanddeposits from the totals shown in the series as
'personal holdings'.
Estimates of household creditbalances with brokers were based on
Federal Reserve Bulletin seriesfor member finns of the New YorkStock
Exchange, blown up to representthe level of such balances heldwith all
security brokers.
Equities in government andprivate insurance reserves werebased on
tabulations underlying theSEC series, Liquid Saving ofIndividuals.
Household holdings of mortgagesand of state and local securities were
based on rough allocations ofdata compiled by the Departmentof Agri-
culture, the Home Loan BankBoard, and the Treasury.
Household portfolios of corporatesecurities were based upon SEC and
BIR statistics. Two adjustments wereapplied to the component of the
SEC liquid saving serieswhich relates to changes inindividuals' owner-
ship of corporate securities.First, the series was put on a grossbasis by
replacing the bank loans forthe purchase of securitieswhich the SEC
deducted. Second, rough estimatesof the changes in holdingsby non-
households - security brokers,nonprofit organizations, etc. - werede-
ducted. The resultant seriesof annual changes were thentied into an arbi-
trary level for 1939,based on the book valueof corporate bonds and
stocks as reported inStatistics of Income, Part2. This procedure was
adequate in accounting forfinancial flows, where levelsof holdings were
of secondary importance.It is not, however, anadequate measure of
household financial resourcesavailable for servicing debt,and the data
are presented onlybecause the substantialincrease in security prices since
1939 would tend to makethem a minimumestimate of household wealth
held in the form of claimsagainst corporate business.S
118
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Calculation of household liabilities was relativelystraightforj
sumer credit statistics compiled by the FRB were allocatedto the varjo
types of short term debt in Table 3, and FRB dataon ba1anceoweJ
security brokers who are members of the New YorkStock Exchangewere blown up to a national levelon the basis of fragmentary inforrnatio
Tax liabilities were calculated fromtax collections in the firstqua of the subsequent year,as reported in the Treasury Bulletin.
The mortgage debt series in Table 3includes only the debtowj0
owner-occupied i- to 4-family dwellings. Theallocation of mortgagesas between owner occupants andtenant occupants was basedon extrapola. tion of Census reports and dataobtained in the Surveyof CONSwner Finances.
Farm,
The sector statement for farms,Table 5, is based almostentirely on the BAE accounting for farmincome, expenditures,assets, and liabiljtjcs
The main adjustments appliedto the BAE series ongross income from agriculture are:
Net receipts from loansmade or guaranteed by theCCC under price support programs were deductedfrom farm income.(Borrowing and repayments of debt are recordedon the sector's balance sheetinstead of the income andexpense account. The sectoraccount records the saleto CCC of the farm productunderlying the loan at the timetitle is transferid to CCC, not when the loanis made.)
Imputed rental valuesof farm dwellings andthe value of produce retained for homeconsumption were deducted.
Gross rent received byfarmer landlordswas added.
Estimated insurance benefitsreceived by farmoperators were added. Estimated governmentpayments to nonfarm landlordswere deducted. The balance sheet forfarms, Table 5, isalso based on BAEstatistics. The adjustments to theBAE Balance Sheet ofAgriculture, other than those designed to eliminate farmhousehold assetsor liabilities or to remove the liabilities owed bylandlords who donot reside on farms,are: The currency anddeposit holdings in thesector account are a rough approximation of the cashheld by the farmenterprise rather than the farm household.
All investments incooperatives were assumedto be business (although it is evident thatcooperatives are used tomeet family living requirements as well as business needs).
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Noncorporate Business
Accounting for the business activity of unincorporated enterprises is neces-
sarily an imaginative process, for basic statistics are few. The estimates in
Table 6 were derived from many sources. For example, sales were esti-
mated by deducting corporate from total sales in manufacturing and trade,
then adjusting the retail sales component by a rough blow up to allow for
underreporting in the level of the reported series. Estimates for other in-
dustry groups were constructed in some instances by applying payroll-
sales ratios for small corporations to the payroll statistics for unincorpo-
rated firms in the same industry group. In addition to sales receipts, the
total receipts shown for the noncorporate sector include estimates of com-
missions received by insurance agents and security and realty dealers,
rents received by unincorporated lessors, interest, dividends, and insur-
ance benefits received by unincorporated businesses,and refunds of busi-
ness taxes paid by such enterprises. (The tax series inTable 6, Part I, line
C, record current tax payments, not accrual of tax liabilities.)
Noncorporate holdings of cash and government securities were based
upon the FRB series, Estimated Liquid AssetHoldings of Individuals and
Businesses. Accounts and notes receivable were computed by applying the
receivables-sales ratio for small corporations in each industry group to
the estimated sales receipts for unincorporated enterprises in the same
industry. Various sources were used in estimating noncorporateholdings
of mortgages, corporate securities, and state and local issues(other loans
and securities, Table 6, Part I, line K). In general,information on secur-
ity ownership is scarce and the few tabulations availabledo not distin-
guish noncorporate holdings, which are usuallyburied in an 'individual
and other' category. Whenever benchmark data were available toindicate
the extent of noncorporate ownership, the category wasllocated between
households and unincorporated business. When they were notavailable,
all ownership was assumed to be vested inindividuals in their capacities
as households, not entrepreneurs.
On the liability side of the sector account,short term trade debt was
computed by applying the payables-inventory ratiofor small corporations
in each major industry group tothe inventory holdings of unincorporated
businesses in comparable industry groups. Debt tobanks was obtained by
allocating bank loans and investments.22Other short term debt, which
includes customer credit balances with securitybrokers and estimated
short term debt to commercial sectorsand finance companies, was based
- The classification of bank loans and investments nowin use permits direct identifi-
cation of debt to banks owed by some sectors, butrequires the use of a good deal of
supplementary material to complete even an approximatedistribution of allbunking




on corresponding assets on creditors' balance sheets.The longterm non.
corporate liabilities in Table 6 consist entirely ofmortgages. Themortgage
debt on tenant-occupied 1- to 4-familydwellings was assumedto beoweJ largely by unincorporated lessors.The debt owed onmultifamilyand commercial properties was estimated byextrapolating seriespublished by the Department of Commercein its annual tabulationof publicand private debt in the United States.Finally, farm mortgage debtowed by nonfarm landlordswas included in this category.
Corporate Business
The corporate sectoraccount, Table 7, depends largelyon BIR tabula.. tions of corporate taxreturns. Four adjustmentswere applied totot compiled corporate receiptsas published in Statistics ofIncome, Part 2. Capital gainswere eliminated.
Insurance benefits and tax refundsreceived bycorporations were added.
Receipts from sales to thegovernment that were subsequently
elimi- nated by renegotiationof war contractswere added. Suchcorporate re- funds to thegovernment are shown as expendituresin the year theyare actually paid.
Sales taxes collectedby corporationswere added because thesetax receipts are included insales receipts onsome corporate taxreturns, then shown as an allowablededuction. The amountsadded to the BIRtotal are an estimate of the differencebetween total taxescollected oncorporate sales and theamounts reported oncorporate tax returns. Thetaxes paid series, line C, includesall sales taxes leviedon corporate sales. The corporatesector balance sheet is basedon BIR and SEC data. Corporate holdings ofcash, governmentsecurities, accounts andnotes receivable are derived fromSEC tabulationson the working capital of corporations. The serieson corporate holdings ofother loans andsecuri- ties is another hybridfairly adequate dataon annual changes (chiefly SEC series oncorporate holdings of marketablesecurities and on invest- ment trust portfolios) linkedto an arbitrary baselevel (an adjustmentof 1942 BIR data toeliminate corporateinvestment in affiliatedcompanies). The totals for shortand long termCorporate debt come from datapub- lished annually by theDepartment of Commerceon public and private debt in the UnitedStates. Thesegregation of short termbank debt from other corporate shortterm liabilities is theresult of the allocationof bank assets referred to above.Federal tax liabilitiesare reported in the SEC working capitaltabulations, and stateincome tax liabilitieswere obtained from Department ofCommerce data.THE POSTWAR STRUCTURE OF FINANCIAL CLAIMS 121
Conclusion
This brief description does not, of course enable the readerto reconstruct
any of the series presented in the paper. Only the most important sources
of information have been noted. The summary of adjustments appliedto
the basic data has not pointed out differences in technique required in
preparing estimates for recent years, for whichmany of the basic series
are not available. Further, it was impossible to provide detail on the vari-
ous expedients used to allocate particular series on receipts or expendi-
tures among the various sectors. It was our intention here to indicate only
in general terms the kinds of data used and the obvious adjustments that
were applied to integrate the statistics into a particular system of economic
accounts. Detailed discussion of statistical procedures must await the
publication of Copeland's manuscript (for earlier years' estimates) and
the completion of work now in progress on current moneyflows accounts.si
COMMENT
A. G. Hart, Columbia University
PART t
Brill's analysis of the claimsstructure to gauge the vulnerabilityof the economy to deflation is an excellent idea. Itwould be moreeffective if more clearly related to business cycle theory(for instance to HomerJones' recent effort to rehabilitate Fisher'sdebt-deflation theory), andto the history of the great deflationof 1929-33.
My main worry is aboutwhat seems to me inadequateanalysis of the debt contract. Theconcept of scheduled amortizationmay conceal a trap. When debts gowrong, it is because expectations ofrefinancing areupset and maturitiesare 'accelerated'. As Brill pointsout, mortgagearrange. ments under Federal HousingAdministration and VeteransAdminjst.. tion are a safeguard; buta survey of the debt structureas a whole is called for to see how farcreditors are in a position tosqueeze debtorsunexpect. edly. I am inclinedto share Brill's apparent beliefthat the debtstructure is now fairlydepression-proof; but I would feelbetter if thiswere more a finding from theevidence and less an intuition(or a farfetchedinference from ratios for largesectors of the economy). A cleardiagnosis of the meaning of debtcontracts would emphasize alsothe damage debtorscan do by their effortsto avoid default- cessation of investment, under-main.
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James S. Earley, University of Wisconsin
Mr. Brilrs paper is an impressivedemonstration of the currently strong
financial position of debtors, despite the rapid postwar risein private in-
debtedness. Moreover, by classifying the over-all data intoeconomic sec-
tors,it makes a valuable contribution to our knowledgeof the network of
claims and assets in our economy. Finally, it gives ahint of the wide poten-
tial fruits of the new 'moneyflowaccounting'. This technique may even-
tually give us a conceptual apparatus and setsof related statistical data
comparable with those already developed in nationalincome accounting
proper.
I agree with most of Professor Hart's cautionsconcerning the conclu-
sions derivable from the data in their presentform, althougb I am inclined
to put somewhat moreconfidence in the inferences that can be drawn from
broad sector analyses.
Let me add a few points that occur to mein studying the paper.
I wonder whether quantitative measuresof the degree debtors would
have to compress other expenditures tomaintain debt service should their
incomes fall are really of first ratesignificance in judging the stability of
a current economicsituation. More important, it appears to me,is the
stability of the on-going processes of mvestment.This may be undermined
by factors quite unrelated todebtors' financial positions or their reactions
to lower incomes.Independent factors which may influenceunfavorably
the processes of new lendingand borrowing, such as 'catching up' on con-
sumer and businessrequirements and changing outlooksconcerning mar-
ket opportunities, seem to methe ones to which prime attention mustbe
given in assessing deflationarydangers.
Indeed the whole picture presentedin the paper casts considerable
doubt on theories that booms areself-reversing and downward-cumulating
because of the 'over-indebtedness'that develops during them. The stronger
financial position of debtors in1948 than in 1939, while partlyexplain-
able by special factors, is somarked as to compel reconsiderationof much
of our thinking along these lines.During a boom it appears that,while
debts increase much fasterthan incomes, liquidity positionsand debt-
service-to-receipts relationships are nottoo adversely affected - aslong
as the boom continues.It would be instructive to seehow Mr. Brill's
indices of 'over-indebtedness'and 'debt-repayment burden'stood in the
late 1920's, just before the greatdepression.
Even if deflationary developments arenot caused primarily by'lent-up'
conditions, much less by thestifling effects of debt-servicing,the trend of
debt-to-assets anddebtservicCtO-rCceiPts indices maybe indicative ofPART Ii
later troubles AsProfessor Hart suggests,analysis along theselineswould require closer integrationof the statistical materialwith businesscycle and employment theory.
I am inclinedto put even more emphasis thanMr. Brillupon the salu. tary elfect ofguarantees, insurance, and scheduledamortization inim. proving the qualityof the debt structure. Thesedevelopmentshave cer. tainly reducedmarkedly the danger ofraces for liquidity and
financial panics. Thestrengthening of the financialstructure by virtueof gove.. meat guarantees andinsurance is fairlyself-evident; as forscheduj amortization practices, whilethey reduce somewhatthePostponabujty of debtrepayments, they undoubtedlyimprove appreciablythe qualityof debts by helpingensure that obligations too farout of line withdebton' capacity to repayare not undertaken. Indeedthe wholematter of the changing characterof debts deservescareful independentstudy,especially with referenceto that large and rapidlygrowing segment ofindebtedue Mr. Brill showsis held byour financial institutions.